[Conservative treatment of high-risk (T1G3) transitional carcinoma].
This study evaluates the outcome of patients (pts) with primary T1G3 bladder cancer treated by transurethral resection (TUR) alone or followed by intravesical prophylaxis (BCG/Doxorubicin). Cistectomy was considered at disease progression. Between 1/89 and 5/95 thirty-one pts with primary T1G3 bladder cancer were treated by TUR, in 24 followed by intravesical prophylaxis (13 with BCG, 11 with Doxorubicin). 7 pts had only TUR. At 42 months median follow up 45.2% pts (14/31) are disease free. The recurrence rate was 25.8% (8/31) and progression of disease was seen in 29.0% (9/31); mortality rate was 22.6% (7/31). In 13/31 pts treated by TUR + BCG 53.8% pts (7/13) are disease free. The recurrance rate was 23.1% (3/13) and progression of disease was seen in 23.1% (3/13) of cases; mortality rate was 23.1% (3/13). In 11/31 pts treated by TUR+Doxorubicin 54.5% pts (6/11) are disease free. The recurrance rate was 18.2% (2/11), progression of disease was seen in 27.3% (3/11) of cases of mortality rate of 9.1% (1/11). In 7/31 pts treated by TUR alone 14.3% pts (1/7) are disease free. The recurrance rate was 42.9% (3/7) and progression of disease was seen in 42.9% (3/7) of cases and mortality rate of 42.9% (3/7). Cistectomy was considered in 4 pts (3 for disease progression and 1 because of no disease free interval). The other pts with progression were not treated surgically because of their poor performance status. At a 42 months median follow up 77.4% pts (24/31) are alive (83.3% pts treated by TUR+intravesical prophylaxis). 64.5% pts (20/31) still have their bladder (66.6% pts treated by TUR+intravesical prophylaxis (16/24). We did not find a significative difference between prophylaxis with immunotherapy or chemotherapy. In conclusion we believe that the conservative management of high risk bladder transitional cell carcinoma T1G3 is feasible and allow us to plan cistectomy only in pts with progression or recurrance with no free interval without losing survival.